**YouTube has some GREAT resources. Just
search “pole tent instructions.”
1. Layout the tent. Spread drop cloths and unroll canopy
at exact position of desired finished location. Assemble all
poles, the center pole will have 3 pieces the rubber stopper
is always at the bottom of all poles. Lay each pole straight
out from each pole hole in canopy. *The center pole will
be used later, once the side poles have been stood up.
2. Take 2 tent stakes to each corner. Take 2 steps back from
tent corner approximately 5-6 feet and place stakes in the
ground outstretched arms length apart. Repeat for all corners.
Then place left over stakes (middle ones) in line with hole in
tent between the corner stakes. Drive stakes in. These stakes
need to be in line with the appropriate corner stakes.
3. With a partner, work on opposite corners of the tent. You will
both begin raising your corner of the tent (to lever each other). Insert
side poles into pole holes and raise so that bottom of poles slant
toward center of canopy. Tie guy rope around stakes and use the “S”
hook to tighten the rope. Continue with other two corners and then
sides.
4. Now place the center pole. Insert the 3 piece pole into the
center hole in an upright position. Tie off the jump rope hanging
down to the center pole.
5. All side poles will need to be adjusted.
Tighten guy ropes and then set side
poles to upright position. Adjust pole positions and guy rope tension to
properly pull out
canopy. It is recommended that stakes are noticeable in the ground so
that it is not a safety issue.
6. Take Down. Remove center pole first. Next, place drop cloths to protect the tent. With a
partner you will want to begin to loosen the ropes, each on an opposite corner (just like when
you put it up). Once the rope is loose enough to begin to pull the pole out. Do this for all poles.
Next remove ropes tied to stakes. Remove stakes. Take poles a part. Place everything in the
designated bags. Count your pieces.

